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The Growth of Distributed Energy Resources 
 
Executive Summary - The Growth Opportunity for DERs and the Value of 
Enabling Platforms: The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) defines 
distributed energy resources (DERs) as “any resource located on the distribution 

system, any subsystem thereof or behind a customer meter.  These resources may 

include, but are not limited to, rooftop solar panels with smart inverters, electric 

storage resources, distributed generation, demand response, energy efficiency, 

thermal storage, and electric vehicles and their supply equipment.”1 DERs are one 
of the fastest growing resources in a rapidly evolving electric power grid. 
 

DERs provide value to the grid simply by altering behaviors, whether in the form 

of a thermostat changing a temperature set-point to affect electricity consumption, 

a water heater that is only active during certain hours, or a battery that absorbs or 

releases energy on command.  In exchange, their owners and the third parties that 

enable their participation (vendors or aggregators) receive compensation. 

 
For grid operators and utility planners the ability to manipulate DERs offers 
multiple advantages over traditional grid infrastructure investments.  DERs are 
typically smaller, and far faster to deploy (often within months rather than the five 
years or more it may take to build traditional grid-based generation, transmission, 
or distribution infrastructure).  DERs can also be location-specific and targeted to 
address specific challenges or opportunities anywhere across the electric 
ecosystem.  Thus, aggregated DERs can serve as a bulk power resource, and thereby 
participate in wholesale markets.  They can also be deployed to address highly 
location-specific issues on the distribution circuit level.  Consumer and businesses of 
course install DERs to achieve a myriad of benefits, from electrify cost reduction to 
employee convenience to social goals. 
 
DERs represent a new and growing resource that is eventually expected to offer 
hundreds of gigawatts (GW – a gigawatt is a thousand megawatts) and gigawatt-
hours (GWh) of capacity to power grids around the world.  However, without 
connectivity and a significant infusion of intelligence, marshaled by an overarching 
intelligent platform and logical architecture, DERs will end up being unconnected 
islands limiting the value of these systems to utilities, businesses and consumers.  
To achieve maximum benefits, DERs must be constantly monitored, aggregated, told 
what to do, when to do it and for how long.  In many cases, DERs will also need to be 
subjected to a defined hierarchy that determines which activities should take 
priority over other possible actions during specific periods of time. 
 
With tens of millions of DERs entering the landscape, it is expected that the need for 
monitoring, communications and command transactions will soon number in the 
hundreds of millions, and rapidly expand into the billions of transactions well before 
the end of the decade.  To illustrate the potential level of transactional volumes, it 
may be helpful to examine just one sector: electric vehicles (EVs).  The total number 
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of U.S. projected cumulative EV sales will likely reach between 15 and 18.7 million 
by 2030.2  If just half those vehicles were engaged in some type of daily coordinated 
charging program at home or at work to coordinate charging cycles with the needs 
of the grid, that sector alone could generate close to a billion annual transactions. 
Virtually every utility and grid operator is eventually expected to require EV 
charging to be coordinated with the broader grid.  For example, California is 
working on coordinating both the charging of EVs as well as anticipated bi-
directional power flows back to the grid.3  As EV sales grow, other states will follow. 
 
Companies that create the needed platforms and ”central nervous systems” to 
connect to and control these assets, provide the required intelligence and 
hierarchical structures, and manage billions of transactions annually, will be 
essential to successfully utilizing DER resources.  
 
There is obvious value in enabling millions of DERs to interact seamlessly and 
reliably with the grid. In fact, it can be argued that not only is this a significant 
revenue generation opportunity for the entity that can create this platform, but that 
in the absence of a common framework, the enormous DER resource will face 
significant difficulties in reaching its full potential.   In order for DERs to reach their 
full potential, the parties involved (grid operators, distribution utilities, and 
vendors, at a minimum) will require a platform possessing at least two critical 
underlying elements: 1) the ability to handle sheer volume of traffic required for 
both ongoing ‘always-on’ monitoring and the specific transactional messages, and 2) 
the ability to provide multiple parties with a requisite level of situational awareness. 
 
While the general advantages of DERs and the enabling platform are clear, it is 
nonetheless difficult to assess what the total addressable market might be in terms 
of a dollar value.  In the relatively immature demand response markets of the past, 
each vendor has generally built its own proprietary systems capable of handling 
relatively minor levels of transactions (even the largest utility programs certainly 
handle no more than a few million transactions annually), and the costs of the 
enabling platforms have been internalized.  Thus, there are no existing models to 
point to in determining a likely valuation. 
 
Perhaps the best way to estimate the potential value is to assess the value of the 
aggregate DER resource and assign a value to the platform as a percentage of that 
total.  A recent study projects a little over 380 GW of DER in the U.S. by 2025.4 
Assuming an approximate value of $50,000 per megawatt-year (a conservative 
proxy for the general value of auction capacity in PJM demand response programs),5 
that would yield annual platform revenues of up to $19.0 billion.  We anticipate that 
the underlying system platform provider could receive as much as 5% of that value, 
which would generate up to $950 million in annual revenue in the U.S. alone. 
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DERs Are A Relatively New and Fast-Growing Resource That Offer Great 
Promise For A Cleaner, More Resilient, and Cost-Effective Grid: 
 
This analysis will review the drivers behind the rapid growth of DERs, highlight 
various markets where such growth is occurring, and outline various use cases.  It 
will summarize the potential for the growth of DERs and estimate the potential 
volume of transactions likely to occur in this evolving environment.  
 
1) Macro Drivers Affecting the Growth of DERs: 

 
a. Decarbonization – With the new Administration focus on climate change, 

one can expect greater support for clean, distributed energy sources and 
systems that improve overall efficiency.  Even without near-term legislation 
significant federal progress will be made, especially in wholesale regulatory 
efforts, where recent FERC Orders 841 and 2222 will continue to be 
implemented.6   
 
Meanwhile, decarbonization activities at the state and city level will likely 
continue unabated. To date, 10 states, along with Washington, D.C., and 
Puerto Rico, have passed legislation to implement 100% carbon-free 
grids, with most of this activity occurring during the last four years.   In 2019 
alone, seven governors and the mayor of Washington, D.C. signed 100% clean 
energy bills.7  In fact, as of late 2019, one of every three Americans lives in a 
city or state committed to a 100% clean electric grid.8   
 
The U.S. is not alone in that regard.  Europe9 and Japan10 and have both 
announced goals to be carbon free by 2050, while China is setting its sights 
on 2060.11  
 
This dynamic is likely to continue unabated, as regulators and governments 
increasingly view clean energy as a source of economic development while 
reducing negative impacts of fossil fuels.  Meanwhile, businesses are 
adopting renewable energy as a way to cut costs and implement ESG goals,  
while consumers are purchasing more connected appliances, EVs, solar and 
batteries to increase convenience and lower expenses.  
 

b. Digitalization – As sensors and connectivity become increasingly cost-
effective and ubiquitous, the opportunity to connect devices and facilitate 
interaction with the electric grid increases.  This dynamic started with the 
advent of advanced metering infrastructure, defined by the Department of 
Energy as “an integrated system of smart meters, communications networks, 
and data management systems that enables two-way communication 
between utilities and customers.”12   

 
Utility-owned advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) deployment at scale 
opened the door for customers to interact with utilities and power markets 
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in a new way.  AMI created the ability to measure time-stamped changes in 
consumption (or customer sited energy export to the grid), which in turn 
created the capability to measure the economic benefits of various activities.  
As a consequence, utilities and vendors could then create programs to reduce 
peak demand, cut exposure to wholesale prices, or sell excess power from 
solar panels and batteries back to the grid.  Well over half the country’s 
utility meters are now considered to be advanced meters, and that number 
has been growing steadily.13 
 
AMI creates the ability (at least at the meter level, if not the device level) to 
measure and account for the critical issues that determine value of DER 
participation – how much, for how long, and at what location.  

 
In addition to AMI, other elements of the digital ecosystem are rapidly 
evolving, creating fertile ground for an explosion of connected distributed 
devices.  For example, the ability to deploy real-time analytics and artificial 
intelligence creates an unprecedented capability to manage large populations 
of distributed devices and shape their activities in ways that can create value 
across the electric ecosystem, from the grid edge to the wholesale market.  
The advent of 5G will further hasten that growth, as the reliability and speed 
of connectivity increases.   
 
Meanwhile, blockchain is also beginning to show signs of real potential in 
creating value.  A recent example is the Port of Rotterdam microgrid, in 
which 32 commercial customers began participating in a 48-hour forward 
market in the fall of 2020.  During the first two months, 20 million 
blockchain-validated transactions took place, with a resulting decline in 
electricity costs of 11%.14 

 
c. Decentralization – Increased digitalization enables the related trend of 

decentralization, and facilitates the growth of new DER assets added daily to 
the distribution grid.  These include devices such as smart thermostats, air 
conditioner switches, pool pumps, and water heaters, as well as solar arrays 
and batteries.  Electric vehicles and the associated charging infrastructure 
will soon be added to this mix in very large numbers.  

 
Distributed solar resources demonstrate this astonishing growth, aided by 
net metering that allows owners to sell surplus power back to the grid (34 
states and Washington D.C. currently have some form of solar net 
metering).15  Coupled with other supportive policies, distributed solar has 
now eclipsed 30,000 MW in the United States.16  The leading state of 
California had over one million customer-sited solar arrays as of the end of 
2019, totaling close to 9,000 MW in the three investor-owned utility service 
territories.17   
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Hawai’i is another state that leads the solar pack.  Of its 465,000 customers, 
85,000 residential and commercial customers host distributed solar systems 
rated at a total capacity of 934 MW.18  Renewables penetration is also 
increasing in traditionally less sunny locations, driven by policy and falling 
equipment costs.  For example, New England grid operator ISO-NE indicates 
it currently has close to 4,000 MW of (largely customer-sited) solar on its 
grid, and expects to see that number climb to about 6,500 MW in the coming 
five years (put in context, ISO-NE has approximately 31,000 MW of installed 
generating capacity).19   
 
In total, the Solar Energy Industries Association projects that U.S. solar 
installations will double from 2 million in 2021 to 4 million by 2023.  By 
2024, it is projected that in the United States, on average one solar array will 
be added every minute.20 

 
The U.S. solar statistics may appear quite significant, but they are somewhat 
modest if compared with Australia, where an estimated 29% of homes are 
now equipped with solar arrays.21  Rooftop solar has had such an impact that 
during one Sunday hour in September of 2020, 71% of South Australia’s  
capacity was supplied by distributed solar resources.22  That example 
suggests where the U.S. may be headed in the future. 
 
On-site energy storage is beginning to follow on the heels of the solar trend, 
with another 50,000 California storage installations expected to add to the 
total of 19,000 through 2019.23  In fact, the CEO of the leading residential 
solar installer in the country anticipates “a market where in two, three years, 
every solar system has a battery.”24 
 

2) DERs Can Address Grid Vulnerabilities, Increasing Price Volatilities, and 
Systemic Inefficiencies: During mid-August 2020, the California ISO 
orchestrated two preemptive outages to maintain grid stability during an 
unprecedented “heat storm.”  These actions resulted in load sheds of 1,000 MW 
on the 14th and 500 MW on the 15th, - affecting 492,000 and 321,000 customers, 
respectively.  They highlighted the precarious situation that some grid operators 
face as they attempt to transition way from carbon-intensive (but dispatchable) 
resources, such as coal and natural gas-fired generation.  
 
The California outages also highlight an entirely unprecedented and critical 
emerging dynamic: in increasingly renewables-dependent grids, weather can 
now drive both the supply AND demand sides of the electric supply equation, 
creating more system volatility.  In the case of California, a number of challenges 
contributed to the need for power cuts, including the hottest weather in 35 
years.  One critical contributing element was that 5,000 MW of solar generation 
rapidly came off the system as the sun was setting.25  The remaining resource 
mix was insufficient to pick up the net system load, thus requiring CAISO’s 
preemptive response. 
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With these supply shortfalls came price volatilities and late afternoon Real-Time 
prices on the 14th pegged out at $1,000/MWh.26  Approximately 1,200 MW of 
demand response assets were called upon to keep the overall situation from 
becoming even worse, and additional flexible load resources were called on in 
the following days.  CAISO’s CEO noted the importance of the demand-side 
response, commenting that, “Conservation efforts are the only way we have 
gotten through these peaks.”27  A variety of end-uses assets responded, 
including electric vehicle (EV) chargers, water pumps and commercial-
industrial load controls.28 
 
Recommendations from the preliminary after-event include expediting “the 
regulatory and procurement processes to develop additional resources that can 
be online by 2021.  This will most likely focus on resources such as demand 
response and flexibility.  This can complement resources that already under 
construction.”29   
 
The California event was an enormous wake-up call.  It is clear that more DER 
resources will be needed in future power grids in response to these types of 
challenges.  Soon the interaction of large numbers of DERs will be the routine 
course of business.  In order to facilitate that level of participation, a more robust 
and secure enabling platform will be required. 
 
California’s is not the only grid facing such dynamics related to intermittent 
renewables and load.  A similar situation occurred in the Texas market in August 
of 2019, when wind production fell off considerably in the late afternoon and 
prices surged during 100+ degree temperatures to over $9,000 per MWh.  Such 
events represented opportunities for DERs (beyond those registered for demand 
response programs) positioned to add capacity on demand.  At the same time, 
those resources helped maintain grid stability. 
 
Finally, there is the simple fact that the nation’s power grids are designed for 
reliability rather than efficiency.  The typical grid operates at a capacity factor of 
around 50%.  Grid are sized to meet a rarely occurring peak, and are thus highly 
under-utilized on average.   For example, it is estimated that if one could flatten 
the electricity load that occurs during Rhode Island’s 88 hours of highest 
demand each year, the overall infrastructure savings would be equal to 9% of 
total spend.30  That represents an enormous opportunity for solutions providers 
to mine system inefficiencies and share those benefits between vendors and 
ratepayers. 
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A Grid Designed for Stability Rather Than Efficiency31 

 
 

3) Federal-Level Policies Represent New Tailwinds: During the California 
outages, many behind-the-meter batteries, were not able to participate in the 
effort to stabilize the grid.  These assets were not compensated under, or 
included in, utility DR programs, which currently only account for drops in 
demand, not bi-directional energy flows (in addition, net metering policies 
did not allow export of energy from customers back to the grid).  Battery 
company Stem, for example, sought an emergency authorization from 
utilities to send power into the grid, but the permission was not received 
quickly enough.32   
 
Clearly, more policy work is required in some areas to optimize the DER 
resources.  FERC Order 2222 (released in September 2020) is one step in 
the direction to having DERs more effectively participate in the grid.  It 
states that the FERC “is adopting reforms to remove barriers to the participation 
of distributed energy resource aggregations in the Regional Transmission 
Organization (RTO) and Independent System Operator (ISO) markets (RTO/ISO 
markets).”  Upon its release, the FERC commented, “existing RTO/ISO market 
rules are unjust and unreasonable in light of barriers that they present to the 
participation of distributed energy resource aggregations in the RTO/ISO 
markets, which reduce competition and fail to ensure just and reasonable rates.” 
 
The rule becomes effective within 60 days of official publication, and requires 
each grid operator to file tariff changes compliant with the Order 2222 
requirements, that will allow aggregated grid edge devices to participate in 
wholesale markets.   
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For the FERC’s vision to be fully implemented however, additional regulatory 
changes at the state level will be required.  DER assets that grid operators are 
going to be calling upon do not sit within the existing bulk power domain.  
Rather, they exist in the distribution utilities’ systems, which are regulated at the 
state level.   
 
There will be a need for ISOs to communicate and coordinate with DER assets at 
scale.  Effective coordination will require significant communication with 
affected distribution utilities in order to ensure: a) utilities can successfully 
accommodate the changes in power flows offered by these resources (some of 
which will imply merely ceasing consumption at the device level, while others 
involve physical bi-directional flows across systems not currently designed for 
that behavior); and b) DERs do not physically endanger the stability of the 
distribution grid, especially at the local circuit level.   
 
Widespread implementation of Order 2222 will require significant investments 
in planning, software, (and in some cases physical infrastructure as well) in 
order to maintain the required situational awareness, security and integrity of 
local distribution circuits.  IT systems, communications platforms and other 
systems will be required to enable system visibility and control, and 
coordination with the grid operator.   
 
There is also the critical question of what entity controls the end use devices, 
and the priorities that must be established in this regard.  California is one of the 
states that has made some progress in addressing these types of issues.  For 
example, its Public Utilities Commission has specifically outlined a set of 11 
guidelines to establish hierarchies in the battery dispatch process.33  These rules 
acknowledge, for example, that a storage resource may provide multiple services 
and access numerous revenue streams, but makes clear, for example, that 
reliability must have primacy over all other services:  “If one of the services 
provided by a storage resource is a reliability service, then that service must 
have priority.”  In California, this type of formal hierarchical definition exists 
only for batteries and will need to be more broadly applied to other DERs.   
 
Such an approach has yet to take place in many jurisdictions and will need to be 
clarified prior to successful and widespread application of Order 2222.  
Wherever there are wholesale markets with DER participation, there will be a 
growing need for coordination between grid operators and distribution utilities 
to establish the required dispatch hierarchies.   

 
4) State-Level Policies and Activities: Irrespective of whether there is an 

underlying competitive wholesale market, many individual states are also 
advancing agendas to promote increased adoption of DERs.  While progress in 
this area is uneven, a review of a number of different states and utility models 
may help to underscore the future direction of this dynamic and the 
conversations that are taking place. 
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a. California has seen a rapid influx of rooftop solar, with well over a million 

solar rooftops,34 and now requires that all new homes must be equipped with 
solar energy.35  As noted above, distributed batteries are now rapidly 
entering the mix, and the first virtual power plants are also being constructed 
in California, with one project involving 3,000 batteries spread across seven 
residential apartment complexes, and those batteries being aggregated to 
participate in various programs.36 

 
The California Energy Commission has a DER Action Plan and the California 
PUC has an Integrated Distributed Energy Resource Proceeding aimed at 
accelerating utility adoption of resources in the planning process.37  The PUC 
also recently promulgated Rule 21, improving the process for 
interconnecting DERs with the grid.  Among the key changes are a 
requirement for utilities to provide data on actual grid conditions at locations 
where developers are looking to interconnect, and advanced policies for 
those seeking to connect batteries to the grid. 
 
Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) has already undertaken a pilot DERMs project, 
including not only control but also economic optimization.    

 
PG&E DERMS Pilot38 

 

The 2019 final DERMs report discussing lessons from the pilot indicated 
there is much progress that must be made to fully realize the potential of 
DERs, commenting that, “comprehensive DERMS is still not readily 
available.”39  Furthermore, it noted, “While DERMS vendors exhibited 
capabilities in certain aspects of a DERMS, there was no vendor capable of 
the comprehensive DERMS system PG&E envisions at this time. The interplay 
of rules, regulations, and policies also have a profound impact on the 
definition of DERMS and associated requirements and need to be reviewed as 
they evolve.”  
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The report also found that, “PG&E needs to invest in foundational technology 
including improved data quality, modeling, forecasting, communications, 
cybersecurity, and a DER-aware ADMS to address the near-term impacts of 
DERs and grid complexity while providing the groundwork for a future 
DERMS system.”  

These findings suggest there is ample room for new solutions providers in 
the space who can offer a more comprehensive solution.  A critical element 
will be the establishment of a ubiquitously accessible and secure platform for 
registering, monitoring, validating, settling, and compensating DER assets 
and transactions. 

b. Hawai’i, with its high electricity rates as a result of reliance on imported 
diesel, has been a leader in on-site solar adoption for years.  To date, over 
85,000 customers have solar rooftops, generating an estimated 934 MW of 
peak power.40  At this point, local utility Hawai’ian Electric Company’s 
(HECO) feeder lines cannot accommodate additional bi-directional flows, and 
therefore new solar owners can no longer export power to the grid.  As a 
result, battery “attach rates” (the percentage of customers buying batteries 
along with new solar arrays) are high – as much as 100% for some vendors.    

 
Rapid Growth in Solar41 

 
 
The state legislature has set a goal of obtaining a 100% carbon-free grid by 
2045, so the Public Utilities Commission, HECO, and a variety of stakeholders 
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are working through a new planning process to achieve that outcome.  They 
are developing a “future grid” that will involve significant levels of DERS, and 
have established a planning process specifically to incorporate large volumes 
of DERs into the target grid architecture.  HECO is currently working with 
vendors to develop dispatchable virtual power plants from grid-interactive 
water heaters,42 as well as solar and battery combinations.43  It has also 
developed a smart EV charging program, to maximize charging during the 
hours when solar power is most abundant, while limiting charging during the 
peak evening hours when demand is highest.44 

 
Hawai’i’s Future State 

 
 
 

c. New York has perhaps the most evolved program at both a regulatory and 
utility implementation level.  Announced in 2014, New York’s Reforming the 
Energy Vision (REV) explicitly identifies the State’s distribution utilities as 
enablers of the growth of DERS (often referred to in NY proceedings as non-
wires alternatives, or NWAs).  In 2015, the Department of Public Service 
(DPS) directed the utilities to develop Distributed System Implementation 
Plans (DSIP) that would include DER forecasts, plans to promote DERs across 
their systems, and descriptions of investments and organizational 
requirements necessary to build the requisite platforms and capabilities.   
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New York - Reforming the Vision45 

 
 

Since that date, much has been done to integrate DERS into the utility 
networks and some highly cost-effective initiatives have been developed, 
including Consolidated Edison’s (ConEd’s) Brooklyn Queens Demand 
Management Project, described further on in this report. 
 
Each of New York’s utilities must file comprehensive progress reports to the 
DPS, outlining efforts made across a broad spectrum addressing everything 
from forecasting to hosting to cybersecurity. 
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NYREV: The Utility’s Constituent Elements46 

 
 

As outlined in the table below, the activities involved are quite 
comprehensive, in line with New York’s aggressive plans to source 70% its 
power supply from carbon-free resources by 2030. 
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The Five-Year REV Plan47 

 
 
 

d. Rather than being led by the regulators, Duke Energy is forcing the North 
and South Carolina Utilities Commissions to come to grips with the issue of 
DERs.  Specifically, the utility is addressing the issue of net revenue erosion 
resulting from solar net metering and the cost shift from solar owners to 
non-solar-owners, (since every kilowatt hour of energy exported back to the 
grid is credited at the retail rate and those customers pay much less to the 
utility).  It has proposed a novel approach to deal with this issue.   

 
A recent settlement agreement between Duke Energy and a number of DER 
advocates (still requiring regulatory approval in North and South Carolina) 
would join rooftop solar with addressable DER assets and time-of-use rates 
that would help the utility manage its peak demand.  Solar customers pay 
slightly more than they would have under net metering, including a fixed 
charge.  But the policy will further the growth of both distributed solar as 
well as a rapidly growing population of other DERS that will allow the utility 
to cut costs of service by operating the grid more efficiently.  
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More DERs at Duke48 

 
 
 
5) Enabling Technologies: Utilities will need to make a number of investments in 

critical enabling technologies to enable significant growth of DERs across the 
system, while keeping the distribution system stable and operators informed of 
changes across the system.   

 
The most critical of these investments is the networking capability necessary for 
the measurement, monitoring, and communication with customers.  This may 
involve the utility automated meter infrastructure, as well as sufficient 
communications bandwidth to enable constant monitoring and deployment of 
the networked grid edge devices. Sensors and wide area networks may also be 
required to maintain stability at the feeder level, while smart inverters will 
manage voltage and power quality issues in environments with significant 
volumes of bi-directional flows.   
 
In addition, a distributed energy resource management system is necessary to 
securely communicate with and enable the dispatch of resources exactly where 
they are needed, at the right time, for the desired duration.  At a minimum, this 
system must be able to relay a signal from an external third party (e.g., a price 
signal that triggers a specific outcome, or a request from a utility).  In more 
complex instances, the system must be able to aggregate and shape a desired 
load reduction curve (or a flow of energy discharged from batteries, or a 
combination of both), as well as record the behavior of each asset for purposes 
of verification and compensation. 
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The Network Must Become More Intelligent49 

 
 

In the most complex applications, such a system will incorporate additional 
critical feedback related to the affected end-uses, such as battery state of charge 
and charge/discharge rates, or CO2 concentrations and room air temperatures if 
a commercial HVAC system is being manipulated.50 

 
6) The DER Universe and Characteristics: DER assets can be assigned into 

several categories based upon their general characteristics.  These can typically 
be separated into: 1) energy consuming technologies that use energy at specific 
times of the day and can be turned off or have consumption shifted to more 
beneficial times (load management); 2) energy producing devices such as back-
up generators and solar panels, with a distinction between those that can be 
dispatched (generators) and those that generally cannot (solar panels);51 3) 
energy storage devices.  The majority of these are batteries that are fully bi-
directional, but thermal storage technologies that may be used to offset load, 
such as ice storage to shift air conditioning load, fall into this category; 4) electric 
vehicles (EVs) and EV charging infrastructure.  The key distinction here is that 
today the EV/charger combination is generally a uni-directional asset, where 
time of charging can be manipulated.  However, only in limited instances to date 
has energy flowed from EV batteries back to facilities or directly into the grid.  
That is likely to change rapidly in the near future, as discussed further below). 
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A Rapidly Growing Population of Devices52 

 
 

End-Use Energy Consuming Technologies: These technologies include home 
appliances, with the main candidates including water heaters, pool pumps, 
thermostats and air conditioner switches.53  They represent a sizable resource, 
and the number of utility programs in this space is growing rapidly.  These devices 
are often directly controlled by a third party. 
 
Utilities have long had successful load management programs for water heaters, 
thermostats, air conditioner switches, and pool pumps.  What’s changed recently, 
however, is the number and size of these programs.  Consider, for example, utility 
direct control of air conditioners.  In 2016, 45 utilities called upon an enrolled base 
of 2.7 million customers in AC switch programs totaling 3,000 MW.54  The latest 
data, from 2018, shows that number increased to 62 utilities with 4.1 million 
customers totaling 4,491 MW.55  Similar increases were seen for other flexible 
customer devices. 
 
Energy Producing Devices: As noted above, solar panels are becoming 
ubiquitous in some states, and rapidly growing in others.  Some markets also have 
a growing number of ”clean” gas-fired back-up generators that can be dispatched 
into the grid.  Nearly all of these devices have smart and connected inverters that 
need to be monitored and communicated with in order to maintain stability and 
reliability. 
 
Energy Storage Devices: Just two or three years ago, very few batteries were 
installed behind the meter.  Today, the population of on-site batteries is starting to 
grow quickly, with 50,000 California storage installations in 2020 expected to add 
to the existing total of 19,000.56  Other states such as Massachusetts and New York 
are beginning to see growth in the distributed storage resource as well.  In Hawai’i 
by mid-2019, 60% of PV permits on the Big Island and 75% on O’ahu included 
batteries.57  In the third quarter of 2020, 52 MW were installed in the residential 
sector.58 
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A Growing Population of EVs: It’s not only solar arrays and batteries entering the 
DER arena.  Electric vehicles and charging infrastructure offer promising 
opportunities as well.  Today, the electric vehicle population of both plug-ins and 
pure electric vehicles numbers just over 1.6 million through August 2020.59  While 
forecasts vary, it is estimated by the Edison Electric Institute that as many as 18.7 
million EVs will be on U.S. roads by 2030.60   
 
This evolution will eventually involve gigawatt-hours of energy being stored in 
EVs at any point in time.  In fact, VW’s Chief Strategist recently asserted that for 
just the global VW fleet, “By 2025 we will have 350 gigawatt-hours’ worth of 
energy storage at our disposal through our electric-car fleet. Between 2025 and 
2030, this will grow to one terawatt-hours’ worth of storage.”  
 
The electrification of the vehicle fleet, and interaction with the grid will involve the 
charging stations first – through managed smart charging – and then rapidly move 
to vehicle-to-building (V2B) and vehicle-to-grid (V2G) applications.  Respected 
analyst Wood Mackenzie expects this to become the largest DER play within five 
years, eclipsing even the distributed solar market. 

 
EVs and Related Infrastructure Become the Biggest Prize61 

 
 

The types of programs created by vendors or (directly by utilities in vertically 
integrated environments) will likely be segmented into two types: a) those 
addressing the publicly available networked chargers being installed and serviced 
by companies such as Electrify America, ChargePoint, EVGo, and Tesla, and b) the 
rapidly growing population of non-publicly available chargers at workplaces 
(designated specifically for employees) and home chargers.  

 
Smart charging programs interacting with non-public chargers are already taking 
place in markets like California, where half of the country’s electric vehicles are 
registered.  During the mid-August California heat storm, for example, Sonoma 
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Clean Power (a Community Choice Aggregator that offers electricity to its 
members) signaled 900 EVs to respond to the state’s Flex Alert.  Throughout the 
following days, one vendor with smart home EV chargers dispatched signals to 
that network of smart EV chargers, with average dispatch durations to each 
participant of 3.6 hours per day, and 90% participation rates, over a total of 20 
hours.62 
 
Other companies, such as Electrify America, are offering Level 2 chargers that are 
demand response-capable so as to be compatible with such programs when they 
are developed.63  Charging company Greenlots is Open ADR compliant, which will 
enable hosts and EV drivers to participate in demand response events.64  Some 
utilities have begun piloting demand response charging programs in order to 
better manage charging load.65  However, this concept is still in its infancy, as 
pricing, protocols, enabling technology, and improved understanding of customer 
behavior remain to be worked out.  
 
Unidirectional smart charging represents the beginning of a clear evolution path.  
It’s already becoming clear that EVs will become involved in vehicle-to-building 
(V2B), vehicle-to-home (V2H) and vehicle-to-grid (V2G) programs around the 
globe.  Use cases are already starting to emerge.  For example, Nissan announced a 
V2G capability this past August, which permitted Leaf drivers visiting its 
Yokohama technology pavilion to pay for parking with energy from their car 
batteries.  Nissan CEO commented that, “EVs will be integrated into society in 
ways that go beyond just transportation.”  The company has an alliance with 
Renault and Mitsubishi, each of which is testing its own emerging V2G 
ecosystems.66  
 
Mitsubishi has its “Dendo House,” which includes a residence with a solar array, 
large battery, and bi-directional V2H EV charger.67  Renault is using V2G 
technology on the Portuguese island of Porto Santo, testing a two-way system to 
integrate vehicles into the island’s developing smart grid.  Thus far, it’s been 
running 20 EVs (sedans and vans) charging when energy is less expensive and 
discharging during peak demand periods.68  The longer-term plan to is to use this 
approach to create a carbon-free island economy, utilizing the vehicles to smooth 
out the intermittencies created by renewables as well as to manage peak demand.  
 
Smart charging will thus inevitably morph into V2B or V2G programs over time.  
Today, most passenger EVs do not yet possess the bi-directional capability within 
their vehicle charging configurations.  That is expected to change in the near 
future, and a growing number of companies are developing such charging 
capability.69   
 
Meanwhile, bus companies are getting into this game.  School bus manufacturer 
BlueBird announced with charging company Nuvve in September, 2020 that its 
Type C and D buses (conventional and transit-style buses) are now equipped with 
V2G technology for their 155 kWh batteries.70 
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Public transit electric buses are moving in the same direction.  Bus manufacturer 
Proterra’s proprietary charging systems are bi-directional capable.71  For its part, 
competitor BYD is involved in the world’s largest V2G pilot project involving 28 
electric buses in North London, England.  The 300 kWh battery pack in each bus is 
enabled to provide up to 40 kWh to manage peak demand as well as offer grid 
services.72  The goal of the current exercise is to test and validate enabling 
technologies as well as to identify barriers and optimize business models.  
 
The concept of vehicle-to-grid integration may receive a significant boost as a 
result of a November 2020 California PUC rulemaking on the topic.  Among others, 
the PUC specifically articulated as goals for this integration increased asset 
utilization and flexibility, integration of renewables, and support of resiliency.73  
As California hosts approximately half of the country’s 1.6 million electric vehicles, 
the state tends to be a bell weather for other states. 
 

7) DER Value Creation Use Cases 
 

The Distribution Utility: Perhaps the best-known instance of utilizing non-
wires alternatives in place of new infrastructure investments is Consolidated 
Edison’s (ConEd’s) Brooklyn Queens Demand Management Project.   
 
In 2014, the utility needed to address rapid load growth in that area of its service 
territory, and contemplated the build-out of a $1.2 billion substation with 
associated feeder lines.  At the same time, ConEd evaluated the possibility of 
forestalling the infrastructure build by a decade, and instead implement a 
different approach.  This including direct utility investment in voltage 
optimization technologies as well as third-party deployment of DERs, including 
energy efficiency, fuel cells, solar and battery deployments, and demand 
response.  These were needed largely to cut load during critical evening hours in 
the summer. 
 
The specific goal was to meet a projected 69 MW of peak demand.  The budget 
for the alternative approach was set at $200 million.  As of Q2, 2020, the 
program has reduced peak demand by 58.5 MW at a total cost of under $117 
million dollars. According to the status report, customer-focused programs 
achieved “nearly 40 MW of measures operational at the peak 9-10 PM hour.”  
ConEd has installed various measures at nearly “6,600 small businesses, 2,330 
multi-family buildings, and 34,600 homes and small 1-4 unit residence 
buildings.” 74  
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DERs in Lieu of Infrastructure75 

 
 
 
Wholesale Markets: DERs in Texas face a uniquely volatile market in which the 
windfall opportunities are like no one other in the United States, since wholesale 
prices can soar to as high a $9,000/MWh.  Vendors or traders placing those 
resources into the market often face long periods of relatively muted prices, but 
on occasion their activities are enormously profitable.   
 
The back-up generator company Enchanted Rock offers one such example of 
what these resources can do.  It has developed a bifurcated approach to 
developing a back-up generation service for large customers.  The customers pay 
a fixed monthly fee for a guaranteed level of service, but Enchanted Rock also 
makes the aggregated generation fleet available for use by traders who take the 
market risk of placing those assets in the wholesale market.  Given the potential 
value, more DERs are expected to engage in the Texas market in the coming 
years. 
 
Microgrids: Microgrids are becoming increasingly popular around the world, 
particularly as extreme weather events occur more frequently and reliability and 
resilience become more valuable to many end users.  These vary in form 
significantly, from simple ‘nano-grids’ to highly sophisticated energy ecosystems.  
Over 500 such systems were installed in the U.S. and its territories in 2019, and 
projected levels of growth are considerable. 

 
8) The Estimated Size of the Resource: The portfolio of distributed resources is 

growing so quickly that it is difficult to derive an accurate estimate of just how 
much it will grow in the coming years.  For example, a decade ago the cumulative 
U.S. installed solar capacity was 481 MW,76 while today it tops out at 92,000 
MW77, a 191-fold increase in 10 years.  The wind industry has followed a very 
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similar trajectory over the same period, and batteries are expected to trace a 
similar growth curve over an even shorter period of time.   

 
In his recent remarks discussing FERC Order 2222, then-Chairman Chatterjee 
commented on both the enormous size and disparity in forecast ranges, noting 
that “some studies have projected that the United States will see 65 gigawatts of 
DER capacity come online over the next four years, while others have even 
projected upwards of exceed 380 gigawatts by 2025. (emphasis in original FERC 
text).78  One of the limiting factors on DER growth has been regulatory 
uncertainty.  The advent of both FERC Order 2222 and California’s Rule 21 
addresses some of these critical issues, so that now the future of DERs is less a 
matter of if they will grow, but when and how. 
 
One recent analysis, from the respected Brattle Group, suggested that the U.S. 
grid currently deploys about 60 GW of demand response capacity, but has 
approximately 200 GW of “cost-effective load flexibility potential in the U.S. by 
2030” (a figure equivalent to 20% of U.S. peak demand).  Total overall annual 
economic benefits were calculated to be worth over $60 billion.79 
 
Brattle identified the major source of economic value from DER deployment as 
the ability to avoid investment in new generation capacity, but noted additional 
value streams associated with the ability to defer transmission and distribution 
infrastructure investments as well as provision of ancillary services. 
 
What type of enabling policies might help that happen?  FERC Order 2222 is one 
such policy, as it enables aggregations of distributed devices to participate and 
offer various products (energy, capacity, and ancillary services) to wholesale 
markets.  At the state level, the California Energy Commission voted 
unanimously in October 2020 to commence a rulemaking that would create both 
standards and labeling requirement for appliances that could offer flexible 
demand capabilities.  Hearings and economic analysis will take place over the 
next year, with the goal of clarifying which appliance types would be affected, 
and enacting these rules before the end of 2021.80  As noted above, in September 
2020, the California Public Utilities Commission updated its Rule 21, easing the 
path for DER interconnections.  These types of state-level approaches are 
occurring in multiple states broadly encouraging DERs and related investments. 

 
9) Deciphering the Tower of Babel - The Growing Challenge of 
Interoperability and the Need for Enhanced Situational Awareness: It’s not 
difficult to imagine a single customer in the near future with four or five DERs 
connected to the meter: an EV, solar array, on-site battery, smart water heater 
and programmable thermostat.  Each device type could theoretically be 
controlled by a vendor specializing in that specific technology.81 In such 
instances, the monitoring and signaling would tie to the device and not the utility 
meter.  However, as the population of DER assets grows into the hundreds of 
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thousands and eventually into the millions in a single large service territory, the 
issue of control and coordination will become paramount. 

 
To cost-effectively coordinate and control a constantly growing and diverse 
ecosystem of assets, interoperability will become critically important.  
Challenges with interoperability have the potential to drive up costs, increase 
the difficulty of integrating numerous DER assets, and limit the eventual growth 
of the resource. 
 
In order to “get this right,” facilitate the orderly growth, and optimize the DER 
resource without jeopardizing grid stability it will be critically important to 
answer a number of key questions:  
 
a) Who will own the right to dispatch the DER asset at any specific period of 

time?  That answer might vary, depending on the same type of hierarchy 
established by the PUC with respect to storage resources. 

b) How will the population of assets and resulting changes in energy flows be 
coordinated? 

c) How will the three key actors (market operators, utilities, and aggregators) 
coordinate and communicate with each other to ensure that programmed 
activities are both possible and do not risk de-stabilizing the grid at the bulk 
power or local distribution circuit level? 

d) And finally, how will this entire ecosystem be secured at a cyber level? 
 

Some leading experts in the space have specifically called for an approach that will 
enable a more seamless integration of DERs, including timely sharing of telemetry 
data as well as an approach to resource dispatch that will facilitate participation in 
bulk power and distribution utility domains.82   
 
Today’s approach is still generally point-to-point, where each vendor communicates 
with its devices, based on a signal from either the ISO or the distribution utility.  
However, as the number of DERs moves into the tens of millions (potentially in a 
single large utility’s service territory) and the number of transactions approaches 
hundreds of millions, this approach will simply no longer be feasible. 
 
This is where the IEEE 2030.5 open-standard approach holds a great deal of 
potential, utilizing open standards for both communication and data formats, and 
allowing for the secure exchange of messages, time synchronization.  It also creates 
the potential for greater levels of efficiencies and future growth of a rapidly 
burgeoning population of resources. 
 
10) Estimating the Number of Future Transactions: Just how big might this 

DER population become, and how many transactions can be expected to occur?   
To develop a gross estimate of annual transactions in a rapidly evolving DER 
market requires the development of several market assumptions, including: a) 
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the number of participating devices in the future, and b) the number of 
transactions those devices may be expected to execute. 

 
Not surprisingly, it is expected that adoption rates across the country will vary, 
with some markets potentially undertaking hundreds of millions of annual 
transactions while other regions are less active.  

 
Different use cases will also involve very different numbers of transactions.  To 
illustrate this point, it may be helpful to compare two use cases: 1) the Brooklyn-
Queens Demand Management Project and 2) a population of batteries 
interacting with the California wholesale energy market in an energy arbitrage 
function.   
 
In the first case, Consolidated Edison estimates that resources need to 
participate in 15 event days during the course of the year,83 during periods when 
peak demand outstrips the capacity of the utility’s infrastructure to serve it, 
usually in the summer evening hours when air conditioning demand adds stress 
to the system.  In 2018, eight such events were called for DER resources.  During 
a hotter summer, the resources would likely be called upon more frequently.  
However, these devices must be constantly communicated with and monitored 
so that they are available when called upon. 

 
2018 BQDM DR Events84 

 
By contrast, let’s take a battery active in the California energy market, with its 
enormous saturation of solar assets.  Given the ramping activity occurring on a 
daily basis (and sometimes more than once a day) such an asset could be 
participating nearly every day in an energy arbitrage type of situation, where it 
has a definite stop-start cycle.  But what if that battery is participating in a 
frequency reserve market?  In that case, the battery might be constantly cycling 
up and down (as can be seen in the chart below), following a constant signal 
from the grid operator.   In either case, though it should be borne in mind that 
even when an asset is not being dispatched, it is likely to be continuously 
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monitored, to ensure that it is both connected and capable of performing when 
signaled.  

 
A Battery Offering Frequency Regulation Services85 

 
 

The estimate of total transactions was derived by evaluating each DER asset 
type and determining how often it might be expected to participate in the 
market by 2025 and 2030.  It is critical to bear in mind that a prerequisite of 
DER participation is the capability to constantly monitor and communicate 
with numerous assets in the field.  So, while it’s helpful to think about 
quantifying the potential number of discrete value-creating transactions, it’s 
important to bear in mind that increasingly there is also continuous telemetry 
required as well. 
 
Various assets will have significantly different participation profiles.  That’s 
especially the case with EVs and stationary storage, where the batteries 
themselves may soon possess the capability for nearly unlimited cycling.86  

 
Rooftop Solar Panels: As noted above, the Solar Energy Industries 
Association foresees total residential U.S. solar installations doubling from 2 to 
4 million between 2021 and 2023.  Although it can be assumed there will be 
some level of saturation in more mature markets, it is also likely that costs will 
continue to fall and rooftop solar will expand into more recently developing 
locations, such as the southeastern U.S.   
 
Electric Vehicles: The EV case provides one example that may illustrate what 
is possible:  The U.S. DOE projects 15 million EVs on the road by 2030, while 
the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) forecasts closer to 19 million.  If 25% of the 
DOE’s estimated 15 million vehicles were to proactively interact with the grid 
just 50 times per year from the home or workplace charging environment, that 
would involve 186 million transactions.  However, if the number of EVs 
reaches the EEI’s estimate and 40% were to participate in 100 annual 
transactions, then the number would increase to 760 million interactions.  It’s 
not too hard to imagine a large number of future vehicles interacting with the 
grid nearly every day.  If 60% of 19 million vehicles participated in 150 events, 
the volume would soar to 1.7 billion annual transactions.  It’s too early to say 
with any precision how quickly this will evolve, but the eventual number is 
going to be significant.  
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Smart and Networked Appliances:  The Smart Electric Power Alliance 
indicates that in just three years, the total of participating home devices (smart 
thermostats, AC switches, and water heaters) grew from 4.2 to 6.5 million.  If 
one assumes just a 15% annual growth rate over the coming decade, that 
population would increase to 34 million smart connected devices.  If 
thermostats and AC devices were to be activated 25 times annually, and the 
more flexible water heater population were to be called upon 100 times, 1.4 
billion transactions would occur in 2030.  As an example of potential volumes, 
if California proceeds with its beneficial electrification program and 
implements a gas water heater replacement program, one would expect 14 
million residential electric water heaters to interact with the grid every day. 
 
On-site Batteries: On-premise stationary storage is just beginning as an 
industry but is already seeing rapid expansion in states such as California and 
Hawai’i, largely in conjunction with solar installations.   While it is difficult to 
forecast such a new and rapidly growing industry, it is not unreasonable to 
expect that by 2030, we could see 1.5 million on-site battery storage resources.  
Many of these are expected to be grid interactive, and participate on a frequent 
basis, perhaps even daily.  It would not be unreasonable to expect from 250 to 
500 million annual transactions annually, and perhaps more, as battery costs 
fall steadily and the resource base quickly grows. 

 
11) Estimating the Value of an Enabling Platform: Looking at the number of 

transactions, it becomes clear that some type of universally adopted open-
standards platform approach will be necessary to facilitate the growing volumes. 
Irrespective of the number of transactions, the likelihood is that the supporting 
platforms will have to be in ‘always on’ mode, with each transaction, triggered 
monitored and settled.  The supporting platform will have to continuously 
connect to and monitor those devices to ensure that they are in fact able to 
participate when required.  And the platform will have to make that information 
available to all parties that require it and have permission to access it.   
 
Eventually, the number of transactions enacted may be of less consequence than 
the actual tally of connected devices, likely paid for through some type of 
subscription-based approach.   
 
A place to start estimating the overall value of DERs might be by examining the 
value of capacity provided by DR in programs today.  Taking the FERC number of 
380 GW of DERs in the U.S. within the next five years,87 and assuming an 
approximate value of $50,000 per megawatt-year (a solid proxy for the general 
value of auction capacity in PJM demand response programs),88 would result in 
annual DER revenues of approximately $19.0 billion.  Clearly there will be other 
value creation opportunities across transmission and distribution grids that will 
offer the potential for additional value stacking of multiple revenue streams, 
some of which may well accrue to the platform provider as well, but the $50,000 
per megawatt-year is a well-documented value.   
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In estimating the subset of revenue accruing to the platform provider, the best” 
long-term proxy might be the major credit card companies that charge vendor 
fees, generally ranging from 2.5 to 3.3%.89  It is likely that a higher value, 
perhaps 5%, can be achieved in the early years, before any margin compression 
sets in.  
 
A 5% fee on $19 billion of DER revenues would generate $950 million per year, 
just in the United States.90  Other markets in Europe (such as the UK and 
Germany) as well as Australia (with its astonishing growth rates of solar and 
storage) offer rich potential as well.  Thus, it is not difficult to conceive of this 
market as being worth well over $1 billion annually within a few short years.  

 
Summary - Value Creation in A Rapidly Expanding Market: The DER arena is 
expanding rapidly as regulators, grid operators, utilities, vendors, and individual 
customers recognize the enormous value of the DER resource.  As a consequence, 
the volumes of transactions across the grid will grow enormously, likely numbering 
well into the billions by the end of this decade.   However, in order to meet DER’s full 
potential, a new approach to communicating with and dispatching DER resources 
will become increasingly critical.  The current point-to-point approach that involves 
each aggregator connecting with and dispatching its own network of DER devices, 
while in turn communicating with utilities and grid operators will simply not scale 
to support the potential for this type of expansion.    
 
A point-to-point approach will not create the necessary situational awareness 
required by the various parties – vendors, distribution utilities, and market 
operators – to ensure that these resources can be activated when desired.  Growth 
of the status quo approach is likely to create increasing friction among the various 
parties, and in some cases, the lack of awareness – coupled with physical constraints 
at the local circuit level – may result in the inability to deliver expected resources.  
The current approach is also unlikely to be able to support the expected volumes of 
daily transactions.  As a result, a more open, and secure, configuration and 
architecture for tracking, communicating with, and dispatching DER resources will 
be necessary.   
 
Robust and scalable platforms will therefore be a prerequisite for creating the DER-
enabled grids of tomorrow.  Companies that can deliver on that promise will create 
enormous opportunities across the entire value chain, enabling society to create the 
more efficient, clean, and resilient power grid of the near future.  In turn, they will 
be richly rewarded for their efforts. 
 
Such companies will play a pivotal coordinating and enabling role as the grid 
migrates to something smarter, more efficient, more resilient, and cleaner than the 
electric grid of the past century – in short, to a new power grid the world has never 
seen before. 
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